Topography and near-field image measurement of soft biological samples in liquid by using a tuning fork based bent optical-fiber sensor.
The fabrication of a tuning fork based bent optical-fiber sensor and its application for topography and near-field image measurement of soft biological samples in physiological solution are reported. By adopting the bent optical fiber and tuning fork feedback scheme, the possibility of signal interference with stray light is minimized, which is especially important for near-field applications. From the measured tuning fork amplitude and its calibration with the preamplifier output voltage, it was determined that the interaction force between the fiber tip and a soft sample in liquid needs to be controlled within approximately 10 nN level and that the image quality depends sensitively to the interaction force. The results of topography measurements of fixed COS-7 and MCF-7 cells in phosphate buffered saline and of the near-field imaging of red blood cell also in phosphate buffered saline with a resolution of about 100 nm are presented.